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AN EXCEPTIONAL INSTITUTE 
IN THE HANSEATIC CITY ZWOLLE
Zwolle is an old Hanseatic city situated on the banks of the river IJssel. Its long history of prosperity is shown 

by the beautiful old churches and houses, parts of the old city wall and an old city gate in the city centre. The 

historic centre is surrounded by a canal. Katholieke Pabo Zwolle is situated near the city centre in a part of the 

city where a lot of students live. The institute is strongly connected with student life in the city.

KPZ IS PERSONAL, EXCEPTIONAL, 
DEVELOPING AND CONNECTING
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INTRODUCTION

Katholieke Pabo Zwolle or KPZ as we like to call 

ourselves, is a university of applied sciences, teacher 

training college, that focuses on:

• students becoming excellent primary school 

teachers;

• practice-based study;

• providing valuable educational development.

 

KPZ is exceptional because of its willingness to think 

outside of the box which sometimes means we 

deviate from mainstream ideas, its unique 

educational concept which aims to develop 

outstanding teachers:

• personal development and cooperation;

• an open inquisitive attitude and striving after 

quality.
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DEGREES

KPZ offers three degrees:

• AD, the Associate Degree for pedagogical 

professional;

• BA, the Bachelor Degree for teacher primary;

• MA, the Master Degree in education.

In the Associate Degree programme Pedagogical 

Professional Child and Education, students learn 

more about how to contribute to the development 

of children in the age of 0-14. This two-year 

part-time degree programme (120 ECTS) focuses on 

the domains: education, social work, childcare and 

youth care. Learning from and with each other in 

professional learning communities, within and 

beyond organisations and sectors, is a key 

component in the programme. These AD 

professionals are the boundary crossers within the 

social environment of the child and therefore they 

could work interprofessionally.

The Master Innovative Leadership Child and 

Education focusses primarily on leaders in 

education, social work, child care and youth care 

and learn how to develop their organisation and how 

to initiate and support innovation. In this two-year 

part-time degree programme (60 ECTS) leaders 

develop a strong professional identity and learn to 

become civic entrepreneurs, boundary crossers and 

research-based designers. Leaders in the domain of 

child and education work interprofessionally and 

always focus on the optimal development of children 

in the age of 0-14.

DOING THE RIGHT 
THINGS:

* internationally, externally,
  collectively and individually;

* by guiding autonomy;

* concerning knowledge and
   talent;

* with regards to internal
   processes and results.
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IN OUR OWN MANNER
 

Educational institutions constantly struggle with the 

question which targets and issues to prioritize. 

Should the emphasis be put on cognition or talent, 

on theory or practice, on result or development?

 

KPZ does not want to make over-simplified choices 

but deals with apparent opposites in a nuanced 

considered manner. For example between focusing 

on the development of the child on the one hand 

and realizing the necessary social output on the 

other.

Hereby KPZ takes a permanent interaction between 

opposing forces into consideration. It tries to find a 

balance between doing the right thing and doing 

things right, between tradition and reform, internal 

and external factors and between process and result.

This balance, the connection between seemingly 

opposing values, can be observed everywhere in 

KPZ’s culture, in its educational supply and its 

activities.

AN EXTRAORDINARY COMMUNITY
 

Thanks to its small scale the strength of KPZ lies in 

its focus on people. The personal contact between 

students and lecturers is deemed very important by 

KPZ. An open attitude where people dare to be 

critical and are not afraid to make mistakes is 

according to us a precondition for learning from 

each other and this can only thrive in an 

environment where people collaborate on the basis 

of trust. Thinking in terms of connection and balance 

is strongly expressed in the warm and at the same 

time challenging environment offered to the 

students. An environment in which security, trust 

and challenge co-exist.

 

KPZ is a strong and close learning community in 

which respect, cooperation, honesty, meeting each 

other and the Catholic values are central. From its 

social responsibility and an open Catholic identity, 

KPZ stimulates students from whatever background 

to undertake their own development.

KPZ gives students every opportunity for personal 

development; a human being and as a teacher with 

backbone, guts and a strong professional identity; 

with experience of life filled with educational skills, 

socio-cultural awareness and a proper moral 

compass.
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A CONNECTING ATMOSPHERE
 

An ambience that stimulates and invites you to 

develop yourself, is partly defined by the physical 

environment but mainly created by human being. 

Staff members have an important role in this. From 

them, enthusiasm, attention and dedication are 

expected to support the students in their 

development. For KPZ co-operating and connecting 

with the field is invaluable.

 

Co-operation, after all, leads to new knowledge and 

insight, to inspiration and initiatives which can lead 

to educational improvements and not in the least to 

excellent possibilities for young ambitious students 

to let their professional identity reach full maturity.

 

KPZ invests in international connections and 

relationships. An example is the Theole foundation 

which was established by KPZ out of a sense of 

social responsibility. KPZ lecturers train teachers in 

Nepal, who then at their own school are able to 

support fellow teachers. With these initiatives, KPZ 

directly contributes to the improvement of 

educational quality, school development and their 

own change capacity.

REFLECTION 
MAKES YOU 
LEARN
 
To have an eye for children
To develop the professional 
identity
To develop professional 
knowledge
To do research, planning and 
developing
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A UNIQUE EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT

In the teacher training KPZ offers various courses 

and training the development of professional 

identity is central. Crucial thereby are the domains 

‘having an eye for a child’, ‘research, design and 

development’ and 'professional skills' which are 

offered in different learning lines/trajectories.

 

KPZ also makes clear choices within the study 

programme and looks for connection and balance. 

This is illustrated by two phases; the founding and 

the profiling phase in which students choose 

between the profiles of Arts, Civics, Concepts or 

Science. Students are encouraged to develop 

themselves through research and experience into 

exceptional teachers. Therefore KPZ offers students 

several ( inter-)national options; from practical 

training and study abroad.

Talented students capable of handling more 

extra-curricular subject matter beside their bachelor 

programme are offered the possibility to follow a 

pre-master course in educational sciences.

 

Graduate KPZ students have a thorough professional 

knowledge, a heart for education and towards 

children an inquisitive attitude and the ability to 

shape tomorrow’s education.

TEACHER IN EUROPE 
STUDENT CONFERENCE
A very successful example also is the Teacher in 

Europe student conference, held each year in May, 

organized by Katholieke Pabo Zwolle, Hogeschool 

Viaa and Hogeschool Utrecht for international 

students, teachers and coaches from different 

European countries.

During three days, students are working in 

international teams, exchanging ideas, making an 

international project plan for primary or secondary 

education. The current theme of the 

student conference is “Educating teachers for 

diversity: Meeting the challenge!”.

www.teacherineurope.eu

FEEL THE PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL CULTURE 

AT KPZ. ENJOY THE CONFERENCE

WE WANT TO CONTRIBUTE TO 
TOMORROW’S EDUCATION
 

It is impossible to imagine higher education without 

practice-oriented research. Through this, 

developments in subjects and occupational practice 

are stimulated.

KPZ's research centre plays an important role in 

acquiring, incorporating and distributing knowledge 

to a wide group of interested people, such as 

students, teachers, researchers and partner schools 

in our own country and abroad.

Through the careful choice of research themes, KPZ 

contributes to meaningful knowledge development. 

Through the ambition of KPZ to constantly improve 

education and to exchange knowledge and opinions, 

KPZ maintains intensive contacts with the 

authorities, schools, universities and centres of 

knowledge at home and abroad.

 

Students in their final study phase are trained in 

different ways to become primary school teachers.

• There are workplace training schools where 

students are accepted into the team and the 

educational culture of the school.

• Besides at academic training schools, the 

students do research within the framework of 

a school development issue. They join the 

research group of that particular school under 

the leadership of the Research coordinator.
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMME
 

Our students exchange programme runs each 

year during the spring semester from the end of 

January till the begin of July.

KPZ HAS THE INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMME YOU’LL 

NEVER FORGET

 

TOPICS
• Dutch Culture and Society

This Module focuses on history, present day 

and the role of education in it. Moreover, you 

are confronted with the question of which way 

history, culture (including art) and society 

shape our cultural identity, our way of being.

• Dutch language 

Non-native speakers will improve their 

understanding as well as their pronunciation 

of Dutch. You gain insight into functions and 

components in languages theories on 

language development and differences and 

similarities in languages.

• Pedagogics including different Dutch and 

international school concepts 

A deepening of this theme – through lectures 

and school visits – will take place in the 

‘English Week’ together with students from 

the UK.

• International Primary Curriculum 

A comprehensive, thematic, creative 

curriculum with specific learning goals for 

every subject, for international mindedness 

and for personal learning.

• Teaching Practice 

The internship offers a broad picture of Dutch 

education and reflect knowledge by doing 

goal-oriented observations. You prepare and 

carry out lessons in your teaching practice 

class.

 

OTHER TOPICS
English language, Drama and Music, Study coaching, 

Project Week Randstad and the Teacher in Europe 

student conference. 

www.kpz.nl/international

IN SUMMARY:
• KPZ has a personal approach where everyone 

is welcomed and challenged to succeed;

• KPZ is an exceptional teacher training college;

• KPZ has great ambition and is constantly 

developing:

• KPZ is committed to connecting with other 

like-minded professionals.

 

 

KATHOLIEKE PABO ZWOLLE
TEN OEVERSTRAAT 68
8012 EW ZWOLLE
THE NETHERLANDS
INFO@KPZ.NL
WWW.KPZ.NL

PERSONAL

EXCEPTIONAL

DEVELOPING

CONNECTING
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KATHOLIEKE PABO ZWOLLE
TEN OEVERSTRAAT 68
8012 EW ZWOLLE
THE NETHERLANDS
INTERNATIONALOFFICE@KPZ.NL
WWW.KPZ.NL


